Scale-up your business fast, seize high-impact opportunities, and shorten your sales cycle.
Anthony Chaine’s powerful keynotes show how your teams can win market shares
and increase revenue faster by positioning your value-solutions strategically to
exceed your customer expectations.
Anthony Chaine’s modern sales approach is designed to turn struggling sales teams
into powerful sales machines by tapping into hard to acquire opportunities and
converting them faster.

Strategic Hacks for Exponential Sales
Anthony Chaine, will train and motivate your sales organization to learn how to exceed
their sales objectives consistently by applying the following business strategies.
Turn up your team productivity through scale training
Leverage your products and services distinctions to win over your competitors
Turn your ordinary salespeople into extraordinary growth consultant
Shorten your sales cycle by, helping your customer attain their goals
Build teams that think market domination rather than mere competition
Benefits from Anthony Chaine Consulting & Training programs:
Increase incremental sales for a company by $150 Million
Increase client retention rate by 70% while increasing revenue by 35%.
Decrease employee turnover for a client by 60% within 18 months.
Delivering novel, compelling content that transforms salespeople competitive mindset
An hon app oach gene a e memo able momen b hocking in ig ing and
surprising his audience with puzzling facts, data, and stories unique to their industry.
Anthony was dynamic, thought-provoking, and a master of the subject matter. The
information he provided will not only benefit our attendee but, ultimately, the entire
industry.
Tom Sage, Educational program Manager, MHD
Anthony truly is a master of motivation and communication with people. His presentation
and teaching resonated with the audience. Many people felt that his ideas are easy to
implement to increase performance and better results.
Jack Lee, New Leadership international Attendee

ANTHONY CHAINE
Sought-After Global Speaker
Proven Top Sales & Leadership Expert
Quota Carrying Sales executive, with
transformative, robust strategic solutions
Author of 5 books
Innovative technology has transformed the way
customers buy and interact with the seller. Anthony
understands the modern mechanics that will allow
your organization to compete and wins in this hypercompetitive market.
Anthony is a sought-after Global Keynote Speaker. He
generates powerful results for sales organizations that
want to reach their next level. His 20+ years in sales,
management, training, and leadership make him the
ideal sales leader to transform your organization and
increase your success.
Sales organizations across the globe have benefited
from his services and cutting edge thought-process
that eliminates waste, increases revenue, and build
loyal clients.
His books are wildly popular because he is a straight
shooter with a no-non-sense approach.
Contact Anthony today, to start your organization
sales evolution, by increasing revenue and reducing
your sales cycle.

Speaker | Consultant | Trainer
Anthony@asalesleader.com

718 496 3400
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ANTHONY CHAINE
PRACTICAL RESULT CREATION
FOR SALES, MARKETING, AND EFFICIENCY

Anytime you discuss performance with an
employee. You should review some core guidelines,
listed in the High-Performance Selling book. It’s a
fabulous guide for sales leaders that find these types
of conversations hard to control. L. Ratliff
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I’m a millennial that loves sales. It’s refreshing to
have an easy to read leadership book. The lessons
and insights are deep, practical, easy to adopt in real
life, and I can refer to over and over again. Thanks,
Anthony, for keeping it your messages simple and
real. Tan lee
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I have been in sales for 20 years, and I struggle to
transition from a sales rep to a true Business
Consultant. In just one weekend reading Anthony’s
book, The Art of Consultative Selling, I finally
understood what I was doing wrong and how to
make the necessary corrections to reach my
objectives. Anthony provides tons of valuable
guidance that allows anyone in sales or
entrepreneurship to re-evaluate their sales approach
and become a solid business consultant that acts as
a growth partner that creates value and long term
relationships Eric Gustav.
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